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JOB TITLE: PAINTER 

 
Classification:  Classified Retirement Type:  PERS* 
Salary Range: 35 Board Approved:  August 20, 2001 

 

BASIC FUNCTION:  
Under the direction of the Facilities Services Supervisor and/or assigned administrator, perform a 
variety of skilled work in the preparation of surfaces for painting; mix and apply paints or other 
surface coatings; assist in performing other skilled maintenance duties as assigned.  

REPRESENTATIVE DUTIES:  
Prepare various surfaces such as wood, concrete, metal, glass and plaster for surface coverings; 
tape and finish dry wall; patch plaster walls. 
Operate appropriate equipment for removal of paint, preparing surfaces or roughing slick 
surfaces. 
Replace broken windows. 
Use brush, roller or spray gun to apply a variety of surface coverings such as paint, varnish, 
shellac, enamel and lacquer. 
Strip, finish or repaint wood, metal furniture, vehicles or other equipment; apply primer, 
undercoats and finish coats. 
Lay out and paint by hand or power equipment lines for traffic guides and parking lots. 
Clean and maintain brushes, tools and other equipment. 
Work on ladders, scaffolding, lifts and platforms. 
Prepare and maintain records of materials used and work orders completed. 
Assist in performing other skilled maintenance duties as it relates to the painting discipline. 
Perform related duties as assigned. 

JOB QUALIFICATIONS:  
Education and Experience:  
Any combination equivalent to:  four years of training or experience which demonstrates journey-
level skills in the carpentry trade. 

OTHER QUALIFICATIONS:  
Knowledge/Areas of Expertise:  
Methods of preparing a variety of surfaces for painting and finish work. 
Standard practices, methods, materials and equipment used in painting and finish work. 
Health and safety procedures and practices involved in painting assignments. 
Technical aspects of field of specialty. 
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Abilities/Skills:  
Perform skilled work in paint and finish work. 
Prepare a variety of surfaces for painting or other surface covering. 
Erect and work from scaffolding, riggings and ladders. 
Understand and apply painting trade safety standards and procedures. 
Understand and follow oral and written directions. 
Use a variety of tools and machinery used in the basic trade. 
Perform skilled maintenance work as assigned. 
Lift objects weighing up to 75 lbs. 
Establish and maintain cooperative and effective working relationships with others. 
Licenses or Other Requirements:  
Valid California driver’s license and a safe driving record. 

WORKING CONDITIONS: 
Exposure to various weather conditions. 
Subjected to slippery working conditions. 
Exposure to various chemicals, solvents and odors. 
Frequently stands for prolonged periods of time while performing job duties at various heights.  
Frequently painting and moving supplies and materials as needed. 
Frequently standing, stooping, leaning and bending for prolonged periods of time while 
performing job duties. 
Frequent grasp of various materials. 
Hand, wrist and finger dexterity. 
Frequently lifts and moves materials to various work areas. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
* Previous employment performed in a different public retirement system may allow eligibility to 

continue in the same retirement system. 
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